A dynamic network consists of a graph with capacities and transit times on its edges. The quickest transshipment problem is defined by a dynamic network with several sources and sinks; each source has a specified supply and each sink has a specified demand. The problem is to send exactly the right amount of flow out of each source and into each sink in the minimum overall time.
Introduction
Evacuating some structures seems harder than evacuating others. Young pupils in a one-room schoolhouse can simply scramble for the nearest exit when the final bell rings each day. Office workers in a modern skyscraper face a greater logistical challenge. If each occupant rushes greedily towards his nearest exit, the likely result is a set of congested bottlenecks, leaving some people inside for longer than truly necessary. Vacations can be even worse than the office, however. Passengers on a cruise ship face an even more complicated evacuation problem when their luxury liner ' &a Tardost founders on an iceberg. Not only must they leave their cabins and negotiate a network of narrow corridors, but they must also account for the finite capacities of the lifeboats that provide their only hope in the frigid waters. The problem is not just getting everyone off the cruise ship; it is getting everyone into a lifeboat in the minimum overall time.
In this paper we formalize these problems and describe the first polynomial-time algorithm that solves all of them. We use dynamic networks to model these problems. A dynamic network is defined by a directed graph G = (V, E) with sources, sinks, and non-negative capacities uYz and integral transit times T,,~ for every edge yz E E. In a feasible dynamic flow, at most uYz units of flow can be pipelined along edge y.z with each time step; flow leaving y at time 0 reaches z at time O+Tyz.
The quickest transshipment problem is defined by a dynamic network with a set of sources and sinks; each source has a specified supply of flow, and each sink has a specified demand. The problem is to send exactly the right amount of flow out of each source and into each sink in the minimum overall time, if possible. The integral quickest transshipment problem requires a solution that is not only optimal but also integral. (As in traditional network flows, integral instances of dynamic network flow problems always have integer solutions.) This paper describes the first polynomialtime algorithm for the integral quickest transshipment problem.
Dynamic networks typically allow not only flow on edges but also intermediate storage at vertices. This corresponds to holding inventory at a node before sending it onward. We solve the quickest transshipment problem without using such holdover flow, and furthermore, we prove that our solution is still optimal even if holdover flow is allowed.
Dynamic network flow problems with several sources and sinks arise in many applications (e.g., airline, truck, and railway scheduling). In a number of these applications (e.g., airline scheduling) the capacities in the network are small integers, and it is important to find an integral solution. While there has been a fair amount of work in this area (see the surveys [l, 18] ), there are no polynomial-time algorithms known for most of these problems, including the integral quickest transshipment problem with just two sources and one sink. Special cases of the quickest transshipment problem have been studied elsewhere. The evacuation problem is the quickest transshipment problem with a single sink;l it is commonly used to model building evacuation. Chalmet et al [3] , Hamacher and Tufekci [9] , and Jarvis and Ratliff [12] all studied pseudopolynomial algorithms for the evacuation problem. Hajek and Ogier [8] studied dynamic flows in networks with identically zero transit times; for this special case, they reduced the evacuation problem to n maximum flow computations, where n is the number of vertices in the network. In a previous paper [lo] , we described a polynomial-time algorithm for the (fractional) evacuation problem with a fixed number of sources. This paper describes the first polynomial-time algorithm for the integral evacuation problem (with a variable number of sources).
The growing topic of network scheduling is closely related to the evacuation problem. A network scheduling problem consists of a set of processors connected by links with capacities and transit times; each processor begins with a set of jobs of various sizes. The goal is to run all the jobs in the minimum overall time, where each job may be run by its home processor or may be sent into the network for remote execution. Based on a simple reduction to the integral evacuation problem (described in Section 7), this paper gives the first polynomial-time algorithm for the network scheduling problem when every job has unit size. Further-restricted special cases have been studied by Deng el al [4] and Fizzano and Stein [5] . Deng et al [4] described a polynomial-time algorithm for unitjob network scheduling when every link is uncapacitated and has unit transit time. Recently, Fizzano and Stein [5] have described a polynomial-time algorithm for unit-job network scheduling when every link has unit capacity and unit transit time, and the network is a ring. Phillips et al [17] studied network scheduling with arbitrary size jobs but without link capacities. This version of the problem is NP-hard. They obtained an approximation algorithm that produces a schedule no more than twice optimal.
'An earlier draft of this paper [ll] defined the evacuation problem to require a flow that sends at least enough flow out of each source. The quickest transshipment problem requires a flow that sends ezactly the right amount of flow out of each source.
In a single-sink setting, the optimal times for these two problems are equal, and the problems are essentially equivalent.
Single-source single-sink variants of the quickest transshipment problem have been well-studied. Two classical problems are the maximum dynamic flow problem and the quickest flow problem. A maximum dynamic flow sends as much flow as possible from the source to the sink within a specified time bound T. Ford and Fulkerson [6] showed that the maximum dynamic flow problem can be solved in polynomial time via one minimum-cost flow computation. The quickest flow problem is the single-source single-sink version of the quickest transshipment problem. It can be reduced to the maximum dynamic flow problem by binary search; Burkard et al [Z] gave more efficient and strongly polynomial algorithms for this problem.
Problems in dynamic networks are equivalent to traditional network problems on an exponentially large time-expanded graph. Most known methods for solving practical dynamic network flow problems work directly on the time-expanded graph. These algorithms are pseudopolynomial: their running times are polynomial in the size of the graph G and the maximum allowed time T (rather than log T).
Dynamic network flow problems are used to model real-time phenomena. Restricting the value of time bound T increases the granularity of the model and hence limits the approximation of reality. A pseudopolynomial dependence of running time on T thus forces a rough approximation of reality with large time steps. Designing polynomial algorithms for these problems allows for much greater precision in modeling.
After some definitions and preliminary discussion, Section 3 defines the lexicographic maximum dynamic flow problem (extending our original definition in [lo] ) and describes a polynomial-time algorithm for it. Section 4 describes how to compute the optimal time bound for a quickest transshipment problem. The next two sections contain the main result of this paper: Section 5 shows how to solve a quickest transshipment problem whose time bound is known, by reducing it to a lexicographic maximum dynamic flow problem; and Section 6 proves the correctness and running time of our algorithm. Finally, Section 7 applies our quickest transshipment algorithm to unit-job network scheduling and also discusses extensions of our main results.
Definitions and Preliminaries
A dynamic network N = (G, u, 7, S) consists of a directed graph G = (V, E) with a non-negative capacity uYZ and integral transit time ryZ associated with each edge yz E E, and a set of terminals S C V. Each vertex y E V has T + 1 copies in V(T), denoted y(O), . . . , y(T). Each edge yz E E has T -1~~~ ( + 1 copies in E(T), each with capacity uyt, denoted y(fl)z(0+~~~) for any time 8 such that both y(0) and ~(0 +rYZ) are in V(T). In addition, E(T) contains a holdover edge y(0)y(B+l) with infinite capacity for each vertex y and time 0 5 0 < T.
Dynamic flow f with time horizon T is a static flow in G(T); we assume that f is identically zero before time 0 and after time T. An infinite horizon dynamic flow is equivalent to a static flow in the infinite time-expanded graph G(+), defined analogously to G(T). A dynamic flow is feasible if it satisfies the capacity constraints.
The dynamic value of f is the net flow out of the source for all time steps, denoted by IfI. Multi-source multi-sink dynamic flows are defined analogously; in this case, If 12: denotes the net flow out of a particular terminal a(@) for all time 8; note that for a sink 5 this is a non-positive amount.
The dynamic network flow problems in this paper are equivalent to easy (static) flow problems on the time-expanded graph; however, the size of the graph G(T) is not polynomial when T is large.
The following dynamic network flow problems apply to networks with one source and one sink. In the maximum dynamic JEow problem we are given a time bound T; we seek to maximize the value If 1 of a feasible dynamic flow f with time horizon T. In the quickest flow problem. we are given a flow amount V; we seek to find the minimum time T so that there is a feasible dynamic flow f with time horizon T and value IfI = V.
The dynamic transshipment problem is a multiple source and multiple sink version of the maximum dynamic flow problem. We are given a time bound T, and supplies v,, where vZ 2 0 for every source x E S+, and v, _< 0 for every sink 2 E S-. The problem is to find a feasible dynamic flow f with time horizon T and If II: = v, for every terminal x, if such a flow exists.
In the quickest transshipment problem, we are given supplies v, for z E S; the problem is to minimize the time T so that the resulting dynamic transshipment problem is feasible. The evacuation problem is the special case of the quickest transshipment problem with a single sink.
Generalized
Temporally Repeated Flows.
As the value of time bound T grows, so does the size of time-expanded graph G(T).
Thus, dynamic network flow problems with large time bounds cannot be solved efficiently by ordinary static network flow computations on a time-expanded graph. Ford and Fulkerson [6] introduced temporally repeated flows to represent some simple dynamic flows efficiently. We define temporally repeated Aows in this section and generalize the concept to allow efficient representation of a considerably larger class of dynamic flows; this generalization was originally introduced in [lo] .
A chain flow y = (v, P) is a static flow of value v 1 0 along path P in a network N. If P is an (s, t)- Let l? = {rr,... , rk} be a multiset of (s, t)-chain flows. We say that l? is a chain decomposition of static Consider a standard chain decomposition r of static flow f. Ford and Fulkerson [6] observed that the dynamic value of [I'lT depends only on f, and is independent of the choice of the standard chain decomposition I'. The dynamic value can be expressed as
(1) Ilrl'l = (T + Ufl -c Tyzfyz.
This implies that finding a maximum temporally repeated dynamic 3ow is equivalent to a minimum cost circulation problem: assign every edge yz cost cyr = ryZ and introduce a return arc ts with infinite capacity and cost -(T+ 1). Ford and Fulkerson showed that there is always a maximum dynamic flow in the class of temporally repeated flows; thus a maximum dynamic flow can be computed via one minimum cost circulation computation.
We use non-standard chain decompositions to induce dynamic flows. The chain flows in a non-standard decomposition may use oppositely directed flows on arcs. For example, suppose network N consists of a single (s,t)-path P of capacity v. To this network, add a return arc ts with infinite capacity and length -(T + 1). Let C be the cycle consisting of P followed by ts, and let C' be the reverse of C (that is, st followed by the reverse of P). Define chain flows 7 = (v, C) and 7' = (v, C'), so that 7 + 7' is the zero flow. Notice that dynamic flow [{r, r'}] is equivalent to dynamic The dynamic flow induced by a non-standard chain decomposition may not be feasible, even if the sum of all chain flows is feasible. Consider the previous example. Chain flow 7' uses opposite edges of path P to cancel the flow induced by 7. If (2' -t 1) is less than the total length of path P, however, then the flow induced by 7' reaches each opposite edge before 7 has provided any flow to cancel. The resulting dynamic flow is infeasible, even though +y + 7' is the zero flow, which is feasible.
Lexicographic
Maximum Dynamic Flows
In the lezicographic maximum dynamic flow problem we are given an ordering of the sources and sinks as s = {Sl,...) Sk} and we seek a feasible dynamic flow with specified time horizon T that lexicographically maximizes the amounts leaving the terminals in the order ~1,. . . , Sk (that is, for sinks lexicographically minimizes the amounts entering the sinks in this order). In our earlier paper [lo] we considered the special case when the network has a unique sink t and t is last in the given order. In this section we show how the algorithm in [lo] can be extended to solve the more general problem. The quickest transshipment problem will be solved in Sections 4, 5 and 6 by reducing it to the problem considered in this section.
Minieka [16] and Megiddo [14] showed that in a static network with terminal set S = {sr , . . . , Sk} there exists a feasible flow such that the amount of flow leaving the sets of terminals Si = ($1,. . . , si} is simultaneously maximum for every i. Such a flow is clearly lexicographically maximum. This observation applies to the formulation of the lexicographic maximum dynamic flow problem using the time-expanded graph G(T), with si(O) corresponding to source si and sj(T) corresponding to sink sj.
Beginning with the zero flow, our lexicographic maximum dynamic flow algorithm computes successive layers of minimum cost (static) flows in the residual graphs of previous layers. Each layer yields a standard chain decomposition that is added to set I'. At the end of the algorithm, [I?] is a lexicographic maximum dynamic flow.
We introduce a supersource s, connected to the network by infinite-capacity zero-transit-time artificial arcs SSi for all sources si E S+. Let G" denote the resulting network, and g" the zero flow in this network. Notice that g" is a minimum cost circulation in G" using transit times as costs, since there are no negativecost positive-capacity edges in G".
The algorithm consists of k iterations indexed in descending fashion. In iteration i = k -1,. . . ,O we consider terminal si+l. If si+r is a sink, we add an infinite capacity arc si+rs to Gi+r with transit time -(T + 1) to create graph G', and compute a minimum cost circulation fi in the residual graph of the flow 9 i+l in G'. We add fi to gi+l to obtain flow gi. If si+r is a source, then we delete the edge SSi+r from G'+l to create graph Gi, and compute a minimum-cost maximum flow fi from s to si+r in the residual graph of the flow gi+l in @. We add this minimum-cost flow f i to the flow g i+l to obtain flow gi. Each flow f i yields a standard chain decomposition. The assumption that there are no zero length cycles in G guarantees that there are no cycles in the decomposition. The chain flows are accumulated into chain decomposition I?. Note that chain flows using an arc ssi for a sink si leave si at time T-f-1.
The proof of correctness of the algorithm proceeds essentially along the same lines as in [IO] . We sketch the proof here, emphasizing the differences only.
The artificial edges and the assumption that sources have no entering edges in Ef guarantee that after iteration i, the node si+r is balanced in the static flow g'. This implies the following lemma: Lemma 3.1 For any iteration i, static flow gi is a minimum cost circulation in graph Gi.
The feasibility of the resulting dynamic flow rests fundamentally on the following lemma. Let pi(z) denote the minimum cost of a path from supersource s to vertex x E V in the residual graph of the flow gi in G'. The artificial edges ssi for j < i imply that C; contains the source set. To see that Ci is disjoint from the sink set, we use the fact that the residual graph has no negative cycles, therefore pi(sj) > T+ 1 for sink Sj such that j > i; and we use the fact that there are no edges in E+ entering sources, therefore pi(sj) = -too for sources sj such that j > i.
The fact that [l?] saturates the cut Ci can be shown along the same lines as the analogous theorem in [lo] using in addition the assumption that there are no edges in E+ leaving the set S-. 0 Dynamic flow [I'] appears to be an infinite horizon dynamic flow, and so in Theorem 3.4 we explicitly ignore any flow in [I'] reaching some sink sj after time T; however, [r] is actually a finite horizon dynamic flow in G with time bound T. The proof is similar to one given in [lo] . 
Testing Feasibility
In this section we describe two strongly polynomial algorithms: (1) testing the feasibility of a dynamic transshipment problem (n/,v,T), and (2) finding the optimal time T for a quickest transshipment problem (hl, w). The first algorithm is used as a subroutine in the second. Let S be the set of terminals in network N. For a subset A of S, let v(A) denote the total supply of A (that is, LEA v,), and let o(A) denote the maximum amount of flow that the sources in A can send to the sinks in S \ A in time T without regard to the needs of other terminals. Notice that computing o(A) is equivalent to a single-source single-sink maximum dynamic flow problem. Let MCFdenote the time of a single minimum cost flow computation; then o(A) can be determined in 0( MCF) time. For a dynamic transshipment problem (N,v,T) to be feasible, we must have that o(A) 2 v(A) for every set A c S. Klinz (131 observed that this condition is equivalent to the cut condition of feasibility on the exponentially large time-expanded graph, and therefore the condition is also sufficient. We call a subset of sources To analyze the binary search, we need an upper bound for the optimal time T. Theorem 4.1 implies that there is some set W c S such that the quickest flow sending v(W) units of flow collectively from the sources of W to the sinks of S \ W takes T time steps; this is equivalent to a single-source single-sink evacuation problem. An upper bound for this simpler problem is therefore also an upper bound for the quickest transshipment problem.
Consider the first time step when Aow reaches a sink. An upper bound for this time is nl,.
Let V equal the sum of all positive supplies: v(P).
In a single-source single-sink setting, it is easy to see that after n?T, time'steps, at least one unit of flow can reach the sink with each time step, until there is no more flow. Thus the optimal time for the quickest transshipment problem can be bounded: T 2 nT', + V.
We can also find the optimal time T in strongly polynomial time using Megiddo's parametric search [15] instead of the binary search. ' To simplify this and subsequent running times, we assume L MCF > the time required for a k x k matrix inversion.
Theorem

4.3
The optimal time T for the quickest transshipment problem can be found in 0(2"MCFlog(nV'T,)) time, in O(k2 MCF log2(nUVTm)) time, and also in strongly polynomial time.
We will assume from now on that we know the optimal time bound T for any quickest transshipment problem (n/, v). We then need to find a dynamic transshipment with time bound T. 5 Integral Dynamic Transshipment Algorithm Overview of Algorithm.
Our algorithm reduces any dynamic transshipment problem (N, v,T) to an equivalent lexicographic maximum dynamic tlow problem on a slightly more complicated network N'. We described an algorithm to solve the lexicographic maximum dynamic flow problem in Section 3.
Let, S be the set of terminals in the original network N. Our algorithm attaches a new set of terminals 5" to S. Initially, S' contains one source SO for each source s E S, connected by edge SOS with infinite capacity and zero transit time; likewise, S' contains one sink to for each sink t E S, connected by edge tto with infinite capacity and zero transit time. The body of the algorithm is a loop. Each iteration of the loop adds new terminals to S'. Each new terminal ZC; is attached to a terminal x of the original network N by an edge as described above, but using finite capacities and non-negative transit times. These capacities and transit times restrict the ability of new terminals to send or receive flow; the algorithm assigns a supply to each new terminal x; based on these restrictions and adjusts the supply of the corresponding x0 so that for any x E S, the total supply of terminals in S' associated with x is 21,. This maintains the invariant that any solution to (N', o', T) yields a solution to (nf, 3, T).
The algorithm maintains a chain C whose elements are tight subsets of S' ordered by inclusion. The goal of the algorithm is to extend C to a complete chain. The following theorem implies that a complete chain C reduces the associated dynamic transshipment problem to a single lexicographic maximum dynamic flow problem on the same network: ; sk'} such that ($1,. . . , si} is a tight set in ,"' 7 IE'. This means that any feasible flow satisfying all supplies must be lexicographically maximum with respect to the order of chain C. Conversely, this also means that any solution to the lexicographic maximum dynamic flow problem corresponding to this order yields a solution to the original dynamic transshipment problem.
•I
We measure the progress of the algorithm by the formula (C ( -191 . Initially, C = {0,S'}, and so ICI -IS'] = 2 -IE. By the above theorem, we are done when ICI -I,!?( = 1, and so we need to increase the value of this expression. Below, we describe how one iteration of the algorithm increases ICI -/,!?'I by one and maintains the feasibility of (h/',v',T).
Thus, the given dynamic transshipment problem is reduced to an equivalent lexicographic maximum dynamic flow problem after k -1 iterations.
One Iteration of the Algorithm.
An iteration begins with a modified dynamic transshipment problem (Jv',v', 7'). Network n/' contains terminal set S'. In addition, each iteration starts with a chain C of tight subsets of S' ordered by inclusion. The goal of an iteration is to increase ICI -ISI by one. The first step towards this goal is to add more terminals to S'. Done arbitrarily, these terminals would take the algorithm farther from the goal; but new terminals are connected to the network through arcs with carefully computed capacities and transit times. By assigning supplies to new terminals according to these capacities and transit times (and adjusting the supplies of other terminals appropriately) the algorithm creates a modified but equivalent problem with enough new tight sets so that [Cl -IS'1 increases by one.
Let Q c R be adjacent sets in C such that IR\Ql > 1. (By adjacent we mean PA E C : Q c A c R.) If no such Q and R exist, then ICI -IS'1 = 1 and we are done. The algorithm maintains the invariant that every terminal in R \ Q is one of the first terminals ze in S'.
Let SO be a source in R \ Q. (The treatment of sinks is symmetric.) We first check if the set Q U {SO} is tight; if so, then we can add it to chain C and the current iteration is done. If the set &U{SO} is not tight, however, then we use the following steps to increase ICI -IS'\ by one.
Source ($0 is adjacent to s, one of the original sources in S; suppose there are i -1 other sources in S' adjacent to 8. Add a new source s; to S', connected to s by a parameterized a-capacity zero-length arc. Let Q' = Q U {:s;}. Recall that o(A) is the maximum dynamic flow out of a subset of terminals A. Define new supply P: the supply of si is vFi = o(Q') -o(Q); the supply of SO is reduced by v'$ and other terminal supplies remain unchanged.
Consider the above parameterized dynamic transshipment problem (h/=,zP,T). Notice that if (Y = 0, then the maximum flow out of si is zero: the problem is equivalent to (h/', v', 7') and is therefore feasible. At the opposite extreme, if (y. = 00 then (NQ, va, T) must be infeasible -if it were feasible then Q U {se} must be a tight set, but we have already determined that Q U {so} is not tight. Thus, we can binary search for an integer cr* such that a! = a* yields a feasible problem but cu = a* + 1 yields an infeasible problem. An upper bound for this binary search is the total capacity out of original source s E S.
Consider the dynamic transshipment problem (P',v~' ,T). In this network, add another source s;+r to S', connected to s by a parameterized &length unitcapacity arc. Let Q" = Q'U{si+l}.
Define new supply 8: the supply of s;+~ is $;+, = o(Q") -o(Q'); the supply of SO is reduced by ;iifi+, ; and other terminal supplies remain unchanged. Now we have a new parameterized dynamic transshipment problem (N6, @, T). Notice that if 6 = T+l, then the maximum flow out of si+r is zero: the problem is equivalent to the old capacity-parameterized problem (@', v"* ,T) and is therefore feasible. On the other hand, if b = 0, then the problem is equivalent to the old capaci.ty-parameterized problem (JP=+l, v a*il, 2') and is therefore infeasible. Thus, we can binary search for an integer 6' such that 6 = 6' yields a feasible problem but 6 = S* -1 yields an infeasible problem.
So far, we have described how one iteration adds two new sources to dynamic transshipment problem (n/l, v', T) to obtain (?', 8, T), which is used in the next iteration. Chain C contains tight sets for the former problem and has not yet been modified. The progress of the algorithm depends on the following properties of the new dynamic transshipment problem (P',?P',T): Proof: Let W' be any violated set in infeasible problem (X6'-r,T6*-i,T), so that o'(W') < v'(W'). By Lemma 6.1, W' is a tight set in (?',??',Z'). Lemma 6.1 also implies se $! W'. Because SO E R \ Q, this means R g (Q" U W'). Lemma 6.2 implies (W' n R) g Q".
Consider W = Q" U (W' n R). The above statements imply that Q" c W c (Q" U R). Furthermore, after rewriting W as (Q" U W') rl (Q" U R), observe that Properties 5.2 and 5.4 and Lemma 6.3 imply that W is tight.
To prove the running time, observe that W' is an arbitrary violated set whose.computation requires only one feasibility check of (x6 -r,@'-', T). 0 Proof: The algorithm is dominated by the 0(/c) iterations described in Section 5. Each iteration is dominated by the two binary searches. The first abinary search tests feasibility each time it seeks integer o* E (0, nU]. The second S-binary search tests feasibility each time it seeks integer 6' E [0, T + 11. To obtain the strongly polynomial time bound, replace each binary search by Megiddo's parametric search [15] . 0
To analyze the running time of the quickest transshipment algorithm, we bound the optimal time T 5 nl, + V as described in Section 4, and we observe that the time to solve the dynamic transshipment problem (n/,v,T) dominates the time to find the optimal time of the quickest transshipment problem (N, v). time, and also in strongly polynomial time.
Application and Extensions
In this section we describe an application of our quickest transshipment algorithm to network scheduling. We also discuss extensions of the dynamic transshipment problem that can be solved in polynomial time.
Network Scheduling.
We defined network scheduling in Section 1. Various network scheduling problems have been studied by Deng et al [4] , Phillips et al [37] , and Fizzano and Stein [5] .
We consider the network scheduling problem when unit size jobs are distributed throughout a network of computers and we want to execute the last job as soon as possible. Based on a reduction to the integral quickest transshipment problem, we can compute an exact optimal schedule for this problem in polynomial time. This is the first efficient algorithm for general unit-job network scheduling. Proof: Consider a unit-job network scheduling problem. Let V be the set of processors, connected by a set of links E, which are characterized by capacity and transit time functions u and r. Let va be the number of unit-jobs initially assigned to each processor z in V.
We reduce this to an integral quickest transshipment problem by adding a supersink t to the network. Each processor z in V is connected to t by a unitcapacity zero transit time edge. Let V' and E' denote the augmented graph, and likewise denote the extended capacity and transit time functions by U' and 7'. We define a supply function v' : V' -+ N based on v as follows: vk q = vl: for all nodes z in V, and vi = -v(V). Network ((V', E'), u', r', V') with supply function v' is an integral quickest transshipment problem. A solution to this dynamic flow problem corresponds directly to an optimal network schedule -each unit of flow corresponds to one job, and sending one unit of flow from some node x in V to supersink t corresponds to executing one job on processor x. 0 Notice in the above proof that we can also model faster processors. If each processor z in V can execute sZ jobs per time step (where s, is a non-negative integer), then in our reduction each edge xt entering the supersink has capacity sZ.
Networks
with Release Times and Deadlines.
We can extend our dynamic transshipment algorithm to handle more complicated networks consisting of sources with release times, sinks with deadlines, terminals with flow restrictions, and edges with start times and end times. These techniques also extend our quickest transshipment algorithm. In a traditional dynamic transshipment problem, flow may leave each source vertex starting at time zero. We can generalize the problem and specify a release time function for sources; each source x cannot send flow before its specified release time 7,. This problem reduces to the original version simply by adding to the network a new set of sources S'; each new source x' in S' corresponds to an old source x in S; they are connected by an uncapacitated edge x'x with transit time ro. In this augmented network, allowing flow to leave x' at time zero is equivalent to holding flow at x until its release time r,. In a similar manner, we can also allow a deadline function for sinks, so that each sink x cannot receive flow after its specified deadline d,. We can also restrict the ability of sources to send flow or sinks to receive flow by augmenting the network as above but with capacitated edges.
We can further generalize a dynamic transshipment problem by specifying a start time (xYZ and an end time pYZ for each edge yx in the network. Edge yz cannot admit flow outside the time interval [+,&]; however, we allow any node to hold an arbitrary nonnegative amount of flow at any time. 3 We call interval 3Holdover flow is permitted in the ordinary dynamic transshipment problem, but it is not required at any non-terminal vertex. If edges have start and end times, however, then holdover flow may be required throughout the network, and restricting the problem to flows without holdovers makes it NP-hard. [a,,,&] the lifespan of edge yz, and refer to yz. as a mortal edge.
We can solve dynamic transshipment problems on networks built of mortal edges by adding extra terminals to the network. Each mortal edge yz requires a new source x& with release time ayr and a new sink x& with deadline p -terminal z+ only send (receive) ulyz uZts of flow pl; t!Z)st"e",3 Then mortal edge yz reduces to three traditional edges: -YXy*, ~$&z7 and z&z. The capacity of each edge is uyr. Transit time +ryt yx;= and x&x& is assigned to edge x&z, while have zero transit time. Source xcz has supply +(& -ayz + 1); sink zyz has supply -uyz (& -ffya + 1); and the supplies of y and t remain unchanged.
Let V be a dynamic transshipment problem with release times, deadlines, and mortal edges. The above reduction yields a dynamic transshipment problem 2)' with release times, deadlines, and terminal flow restrictions, but without mortal edges. Notice that this reduction is very similar to the standard technique used to transform a capacitated minimum cost flow problem into an uncapacitated minimum cost flow problem. The following theorem and proof sketch imply that we can solve problem 2) by first solving problem 2)': Proof sketch: Given a solution to problem V, it is not hard to produce a solution to problem V'. To see the other direction, let f' be a feasible dynamic flow that solves 2)'. For any mortal edge yr in the network of V, define Jyz(6) to be uyz -f~zzz,(0) for any time 6 in the lifespan of yz, or zero otherwise. Then f is a feasible dynamic flow that solves V.
